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PR Is Essential for Solicitors Say Marketing Quotes

As the number of solicitors in the UK is growing so quickly, the need to stand out is essential.
For solicitors in the UK, having effective PR is almost as important as having a functional
website. Marketing Quotes feels that solicitors need to have the support of PR agencies that
know and understand the legal sector and how it functions in order for the PR campaign to be
effective.

Basingstoke, UK (PRWEB UK) 17 February 2012 -- Public relations is a powerful marketing tool for any
business, providing both media buzz and marketing support that can be focused either in a regional or national
level. However, for solicitors, PR is a particularly important marketing tool.

The legal industry is expanding; as crime in the UK increases and the population increases, the call on legal
services is growing year on year. The number of solicitors in the UK is growing at 4 times the rate of the
population (as mentioned in the Guardian newspaper in May 2011), going up from 60,000 (in 1992) to over
120,000 (in 2010). As with any industry, as it gets more competitive there is the need to use marketing in order
to stand out.

As competition grows in the legal industry, the need to get the marketing wheels turning is ever more
important. PR for solicitors is an effective and powerful marketing tool to get them the right exposure to ensure
they stand out in the ever growing legal crowd.

The UK has a wide variety of PR agencies, from small boutique agencies up to global PR firms in London that
work with top brands. For solicitors, choosing a PR firm that has legal experience is not only logical, but is
essential to ensuring the PR campaign runs effectively and is yielding rewards.

Marketing Quotes partner thousands of PR companies around the UK and know that finding the right PR
company is difficult and can be very time consuming for busy legal companies, but get it wrong and it will cost,
not just financially, but maybe in reputation. The ideal for any solicitor is to find a local PR agency that knows
the legal industry and can get cost effective consistent results.

Solicitors around the UK do cover a wide range of areas of the UK legal system (property law, criminal law,
business law, civil litigation, divorce law,education law etc.), so finding a PR agency that understands this will
only add benefits to the PR campaign and help ensure that the campaign is effectively targeted.

Solicitors need to help themselves by choosing the right PR agency. In the same way you need the right tool for
the job, you need the right PR agency for the campaign. This will ensure that the campaign runs as smoothly as
possible and a better return on investment - something that is important in today's economic climate.

About Marketing Quotes - Marketing Quotes is a free website to help UK businesses find local PR agencies and
offers free advice on how legal companies in the UK can reduce their marketing costs and improve their
marketing.
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08452249061
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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